User report
Oschatz Visuelle Medien, Niedernhausen, Germany
A print services provider with roots in the photographic business skilfully straddles the digital and
analogue worlds. Their comprehensive online tool developed in-house automatically processes
thousands of everyday jobs, freeing up capacity for business areas that are heavy on consulting advice.
A swissQprint Nyala LED contributes to the companys output.
Anyone who has been raised in the world
of photography cannot help but make
high demands on image reproduction.
And so it is with the Oschatz brothers.
Daniel, a trained photographer, entered
his father’s photographic business in
the 1980s and developed films on a piecework basis. Today, he is business and
marketing manager of Oschatz Visuelle
Medien, which still houses a darkroom.
Joel, a technically minded photo engineer,
joined the company in 1992 and, as
co-CEO, is responsible for business operations. Back in the day, it was he who
initiated the company’s first-ever investment
in a flatbed printer: a Xerox Cactus that
printed at 300 dpi resolution – sensational
for its time. “The agencies had been
waiting for large format,” asserts Joel, “and
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is his printer of choice here, because he
is regularly given quite challenging
materials to work with. He mentions wood,
veneer, metals, fabrics, leather, glass, even
flooring and window blinds. Laughing,
he remarks: “We have already printed
everything that’s possible to print on.”

The right mix is crucial
The two pillars of the company, the digital
tool for commerce and industry and
the analogue exhibition world, reflect how
Daniel and Joel Oschatz see their
customers: “The customer is a hybrid.”
They are absolutely sure of the need
for successful service providers to adapt to
this culture. “We are experiencing
digitalisation in a broader sense,” Daniel
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